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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1.1 The Standard for Reclaimed Parts from End-of-Life Vehicles (Version 1.1) currently restricts 
the inclusion of ATFs that resell target parts from other vehicle recyclers: 

2.2 Exclusions 
2.2.1 This standard is not applicable to vehicle and parts recycling businesses that: 
Sell target parts purchased from other vehicle recyclers (parts resellers) 

1.1.2 Recent auditing activity by both certification bodies suggests that a number of Vehicle 
Recyclers resell target parts to complement their in-house business activities, which 
currently excludes the ATF from the certification scheme. 

2 PURPOSE 

2.1.1 This Policy Statement sets out VRAC’s position to include Vehicle Recyclers that sell target 
parts sourced from third party ATFs, subject to the criteria specified in Section 3 (Relevant 
Scenarios). 

2.1.2 This policy shall remain in force until the Standard is formally reviewed and updated in 2021, 
when it shall no longer be applicable. 

3 RELEVANT SCENARIOS 

3.1.1 This policy statement is only relevant to Vehicle Recyclers that source target parts from 
other VRAC certified ATFs. 

3.1.2 The Vehicle Recycler shall ensure that there is an auditable chain of custody for every target 
part sourced from a VRAC certified third party ATF. 

3.1.3 The Vehicle Recycler shall retain all appropriate documentation, including full traceability of 
every target part to its donor vehicle as specified in the Standard (v 1.1). All documentation 
shall be retained and made available for audit by the certification body. 
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